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The due diligence provider is one of the most important activities many companies overlook... just ask the leaders at Target. In 2013, Target confirmed a security breach. Hackers gained access to customer data, including names, credit card details and more. As a result, Target agreed to pay $18.5 million to 47 states and the District of Columbia. That's in
addition to the $202 million they spent on legal fees and other costs related to the breach. And, there is no doubt what impact this has had on their sales. So, what does all this have to do with the due diligence of suppliers? According to Shirley Inscoe, a fraud expert and analyst at AITE, this incident appears to be related to their (point-of-sale) system. In
other words, target put them at risk, and they paid a hefty price. Check out these 7 examples of due diligence questionnaires that show how organizations disclose hidden third-party risks and financial pitfalls. Checking suppliers can help avoid these scenarios. Unfortunately, 31 percent of organizations do not work. They report that they are well at the
optimum level of maturity in terms of access and management of critical suppliers. Below we will cover everything you need to know to make sure that your company doesn't fall into that 31 percent. The due diligence of the supplier is the process of assessing the risks associated with a partnership with a potential supplier. This helps organizations avoid or
mitigate threats. A due diligence provider is also known as the buy-side due diligence. On the other hand, you have the seller's side due diligence. This is when suppliers assess the risks of partnering with a potential customer. Your first assessment of the due diligence of the supplier should occur during the procurement process. Once a proposal request
(RFP) has been issued and responses are evaluated, identify a list of vendors. The shortlist should be a group of four or five suppliers who could make the final choice. We will then conduct a proper assessment of these suppliers. Below we have created a due diligence provider flowchart that shows how to complete the process. It all comes down to an
independent assessment of each supplier by your information technology, human resources and legal teams. Once the assessments are made, evaluate the suppliers approved by each department. Then make your final choice. According to Whistic, a website dedicated to providing the latest information and updates on information security and third-party
risk management, during this assessment, you should also perform the following tasks: Recommended additional tasks to complete along with a security assessment Track relevant vendor contacts or internal stakeholders Communicate with stakeholders in the procurement process to facilitate security review Information Gathering services that the provider
will provide understand what information about the company or application provider will provide have access to determine what level of risk the provider poses to your organization Piece together the correct questions for the provider Send the questionnaire questionnaire request Supplier Follow with the provider to remind them to fill out the vendor's review
questionnaire responses and documentation to assess the risk of the Vendor's Draft Action Plan or determine the next steps to protect your organization Make sure you have organized questionnaires and documentation in the relevant repositories remember the vendor's risk management does not end after you make the purchase. This is a key part of the
supplier relationship management process that lasts throughout the partnership. To be safe, we recommend that suppliers be properly cautioned on a regular basis - quarterly, every two years or annually. Events to prompt an audit of the security audit behavior to determine the performance of the vendor since the last evaluation. Then consider any new
developments that may affect risk, like: Mergers and acquisitions involving a vendor updated or new features and improvements to the New Rules Changes in Management One of the most important aspects of the vendor's due diligence is compliance assessment. Many organizations need their suppliers to abide by, or at least follow, rules such as: And
here's the terrible truth: If you don't follow these rules because of a vendor error, your organization will face consequences. Consider meeting ADA requirements. According to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission: Title I of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) requires an employer to provide reasonable housing to skilled persons with
disabilities who are employees or job applicants, unless it leads to undue hardship. Employers are responsible for three categories of reasonable accommodation. The first covers changes or adjustments in the application process that allow a qualified applicant with a disability to be considered for the position of such qualified applicants of desires. If you buy
an ATS with a job portal, understanding whether your provider can support this placement is crucial. For example, you need to know how the ACT integrates with systems that assist applicants with hearing or vision impairments. Data security assessment is another major issue that should be taken into account in the course of due diligence on suppliers. As
shown in the targeted data breach covered above. Because of this risk, companies considering investing in financial software or services in particular should do their homework before buying. In an article for Reuters, Abel Clark, chief executive of TruSight and a former executive at Thomas Reiter, noted that the financial services industry has seen an
increase in innovation in recent years. This has led to more and more companies collaborating with third-party suppliers, opens them to greater risk. And, as with compliance, the responsibility for the vendor's security failure will eventually fall on the customer. To mitigate these risks, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), a division of the U.S.
Treasury Department, proposes for national banks and federal savings associations (a total of banks) to assess and manage risks associated with third-party relationships. They state that an effective provider risk management program should include: Plans that define the bank's strategy, identify inherent risks of activity, and detail how the bank selects,
evaluates and monitors a third party Due due diligence when selecting third-party Written Contracts, which determine the rights and responsibilities of all parties to ongoing monitoring of third party activities and the implementation of plans in the event of termination of relationships effectively. that facilitates oversight, accountability, monitoring and risk
management Independent reviews that confirm the bank's process of effectively managing risk of course, banks are not the only organizations that should reduce risk through due diligence suppliers. Mary Ann Davidson, Oracle's Director of Security, recommends asking software vendors the following questions as part of the risk assessment process,
regardless of industry. Recommended risk assessment issues Do you have a formal development process that includes security? Are developers trained in safe coding? Is compensation linked to safe coding practices? Are the products evaluated by safety experts (in-house or other)? In addition, you may also want to consider factors such as encryption
capabilities and data center levels. Suppliers typically use 128-, 192- or 256-bit encryption to prevent unauthorized access to data. Techopedia destroys what this means: 256-bit encryption refers to the length of the encryption key used to encrypt the flow of data or file. A hacker or hacker would require 2,256 different combinations to break a 256-bit
encrypted message that is almost impossible to break even by the fastest computers. Typically, 256-bit encryption is used for transit data or data traveling on the internet or the Internet. However, it is also marketed for sensitive and important data such as financial, military or government data. The U.S. government requires that all sensitive and sensitive
data be encrypted using 192- or 256-bit encryption methods. Most storage centers are classified as Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3 or Tier 4. Here's how Study.com tier 4 data centers explain: The Level 4 data center is the most expensive to build, run, and maintain, but provides the highest level of company data protection. For large companies, Tier 4 is often a
requirement to keep them in business. With Level 4 data centers, your organization is not to experience downtime. Study.com notes that not all organizations need a Level 4 data center. Not all organizations can afford or need the huge investment required for a Level 4 data center. Companies that need Tier 4 4 multi-million incomes that generate most of
their e-commerce revenue have a business model built exclusively for IT, or those for whom any downtime would be fatal. You need to understand your organization's needs as well as the provider's capabilities. Your due diligence provider should also consider how your supplier can help protect against internal risk. According to Harvard Business Review:
Human error is a major factor in violations, and trusted but unwitting insiders are to blame. From incorrect emails to stolen devices and sensitive data sent to unsafe home systems, errors can be very costly. For example, many electronic health insurance systems (EHR) now offer mobile features. This allows doctors and nurses to document patient
information from their phone or tablet. Indeed, while this technology often increases the acceptance of EHR and allows health care providers to have more attractive conversations with patients when updating records in real time, it opens the organization to risk. If a doctor or nurse loses his phone or tablet, it can easily fall into the wrong hands. Consequently,
an unauthorized person may access patient records, violating their rights under HIPAA. However, with the right options, suppliers can help mitigate or even prevent this problem. Multi-level user authentication can prevent, for example, unauthorized access to records. In addition, the EHR provider can even provide a way to remotely delete patient information
from the device. When evaluating software, make sure that users may inadvertently open your organization to risk and determine if the vendor can help close these security gaps. Between compliance, security and protection from potential user risks, the completion of the vendor's due diligence can certainly seem a little overwhelming. To simplify this process,
we have compiled this 16-point checklist of due diligence providers. Use it as a starting point to assess potential risk. Does the provider offer flexible user permissions? Do you have the ability to erase information from stolen mobile devices? Is multi-level user authentication required? Will the provider provide training for your employees? Does the provider
provide training to its employees? Will you receive suspicious activity alerts? Does the contract adequately describe ownership and responsibilities? Is the data stored on several redundant servers? Are the data centers multi-level enough? Does the provider offer 192- or 256-bit encryption? Do they offer tracking Will you have access to downtime tracking
and updates? Is there a proper audit of databases? Does the vendor have a documented security strategy? Are there documented contingency plans? Are independent agencies conducting security checks? One of the easiest ways to engage due diligence providers is the Dues questionnaire (DDD). However, DDs need to be very thorough to properly
assess and mitigate the risk of suppliers. Check out a list of the 7 best examples of DDH. There you can see how organizations use DD to identify hidden risks and financial pitfalls - before buying. Purchase.
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